LOCATION PUZZLE SOLUTION
PUZZLE AUDIO:
http://www.puzzledpint.com/files/2413/8413/2435/cc_sound_final-shorter.mp3
The audio stream is a series of sound clips from the American television show The X-Files, featuring dialogue
between main characters Fox Mulder and Dana Scully. The individual clips are separated by samples from the
Ylvis song "The Fox (What Does the Fox Say?)"
In each X-Files excerpt, a single word is replaced with a "bleep" audio tone. Those words are show in RED
below. Use the first letter of each missing word, in order, to spell out the answer:
Mulder: Why did you lie in your police report?
Scully: I thought it would be a better explanation under the circumstances.
Mulder: What you're really saying is that you didn't want to go on record admitting that you believed in Boggs! The bureau
would expect something like that from "Spooky" Mulder, but not Dana Scully.
MULDER: So what did you make of Uncle Fester down the block?
SCULLY: Mmm, it's called sterioptathy, it's a syndrome produced by extreme stress. POWs have been known to suffer
from it, they've studied it in zoo animals.
MULDER: Yeah, but these guys aren't zoo animals, they're test pilots. They're not supposed to fold under pressure,
they're supposed to thrive on it.
Scully: Do me a favor, Mulder. Let me say it. Reincarnation.
Mulder: Metempsychosis, transmigration, reimbodiment, call it what you will.
Mulder: What if it is a female, Scully? How close is she to you or me? Does she feel emotion? Or are her days just spent
looking for food?
Scully: Maybe, she spends her day shopping.
Mulder: Eight million years out of Africa, I don't think we're all that different.
Scully: Why would somebody want to sabotage the Space Shuttle?
Mulder: Well, if you were a terrorist, there probably isn't a more potent symbol of American progress and prosperity.
Mulder: Do you believe in the existence of extraterrestrials?
Scully: Logically I would have to say no. Given the distances need to travel from the of reaches of space the energy
requirements would exceed a spacecraft's capabilities ...
Mulder: Conventional wisdom...
Mulder: Swamp gas?
Scully: It’s a natural phenonemon in which phospine and methane rising from decaying organic matter ignite, creating
globes of blue flame.
Mulder: Happens to me when I eat Dodger Dogs.
Mulder: Can you at least accept the possibility that during his near-death experience some kind of psychic transference
occurred?
Scully: Can't you accept the possibility that this isn't an X-File?

ANSWER: STRATEGO

